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ABSTRACT

TRAPPIST-1 is a nearby 0.08 M M-star that was recently found to harbor a planetary system of at least seven Earth-sized planets, all
within 0.1 au. The configuration confounds theorists as the planets are not easily explained by either in situ or migration models. In
this paper we present a scenario for the formation and orbital architecture of the TRAPPIST-1 system. In our model, planet formation
starts at the H2 O iceline, where pebble-sized particles whose origin is the outer disk accumulate to trigger streaming instabilities.
After their formation, planetary embryos quickly mature by pebble accretion. Planet growth stalls at Earth masses, where the planet’s
gravitational feedback on the disk keeps pebbles at bay. Planets are transported by type I migration to the inner disk, where they
stall at the magnetospheric cavity and end up in mean motion resonances. During disk dispersal, the cavity radius expands and the
innermost planets escape resonance. We argue that the model outlined here can also be applied to other compact systems and that the
many close-in super-Earth systems are a scaled-up version of TRAPPIST-1. We also hypothesize that few close-in compact systems
harbor giant planets at large distances, since they would have stopped the pebble flux from the outer disk.
Key words. planets and satellites: formation – planets and satellites: dynamical evolution and stability – methods: analytical –

planet-disk interactions

1. Introduction
TRAPPIST-1, a late-type 0.08 M M star situated at a distance of
12 pc, is known to harbor an ultra-compact planetary system of
at least six planets (Gillon et al. 2016, 2017). The seventh planet,
TRAPPIST-1h, was recently confirmed by a transit timing analysis and K2 data (Luger et al. 2017). All planets are within 0.1 au
of their host star. Remarkably, all planets have masses similar to
Earth, and the inferred densities, although highly uncertain, are
consistent with rocky compositions (Gillon et al. 2017). The orbital period ratios of the TRAPPIST-1 planets indicate that planets d/e, e/f, and g/h are very close to 3:2 mean motion resonance
(MMR), while f/g shows a 4:3 commensurability. Planets b/c and
c/d are located somewhat farther from a first-order MMR.
The ultra-compact configuration of the TRAPPIST-1 system raises the question how it was formed. In situ formation, where rocky planets emerge from a giant impact phase
(e.g., Hansen & Murray 2012), would have required an unusually dense disk and would also not easily explain the resonant
configuration. Planet migration seems to be a more plausible
model (Lee & Peale 2002). However, formation beyond the iceline cannot explain the predominantly rocky composition. In addition, traditional formation scenarios fail to explain why all
planets end up at masses approximately equal to Earth’s.
In this paper we explore a different scenario: it was the planetary building blocks in the form of millimeter- or centimetersized particles (pebbles) that migrated to the inner disk. Circumstellar disks contain large amounts of pebble-sized particles
(e.g., Testi et al. 2014; Pérez et al. 2015), and the thermal emission from these particles has also been observed around lowmass stars or even brown dwarfs (Ricci et al. 2012). We argue
that these pebbles were transformed into planetary embryos at
the H2 O iceline, situated at ≈0.1 au, where they migrated inward
by type I migration. Interior to the H2 O iceline, the planets grew

by accretion of rocky pebbles. Inward planet migration ceased at
the disk’s inner edge, where they migrated into first-order MMR.
Later, during the disk dispersion phase, the 3:2 MMRs of the inner two planet pairs were broken, resulting in the architecture
that we witness today.
The goal of this paper is to present a synopsis of the early
history of the TRAPPIST-1 system from simple analytical reasoning, which may inspire future numerical and more precise
treatments. The adopted disk and stellar parameters (Table 1)
have been optimized toward TRAPPIST-1 but are not out of
the ordinary. In Sect. 2 we discuss the circumstellar disk of
TRAPPIST-1. Section 3 presents the chronology. In Sect. 4 we
speculate about the implications of our model for other stars.

2. TRAPPIST-1 disk
2.1. Disk structure

We assume that the TRAPPIST-1 circumstellar disk can be divided into two regions.
– The inner disk, r  1 au. This is the region where the iceline
is located and where the planetary system forms. We furthermore assume that the inner disk is viscously relaxed, characterized by an α-viscosity, ν = αh2 r2 Ω, where h, the aspect
ratio, is assumed constant and ΩK (r) is the local orbital frequency. The gas surface density Σg follows from the accretion rate Ṁg : Σg = Ṁg /3πν (Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974),
where we adopt a value of Ṁg = 10−10 M yr−1 typical for
M stars (e.g., Manara et al. 2015). The constant aspect ratio of the inner disk is motivated by viscous heating and
lamppost heating (R? /r ∼ 0.1; Rafikov & De Colle 2006),
as well as from spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting
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Table 1. Default disk and stellar parameters of TRAPPIST-1 during the planet formation phase.

Symbol

Description

Value

Comments

α
δice
γI
ξ
τp
ζ
h
rout
B?
M?
Mdisk
Ṁg
R?
Z0

viscosity parameter inner disk
fractional width of iceline
prefactor in type-I migration rate
# e-foldings to reach pebble size
pebble dimensionless stopping time exterior to iceline
dust fraction in pebbles
inner disk aspect ratio
outer disk radius
stellar magnetic field strength at surface
stellar mass
disk mass (gas)
accretion rate
stellar radius
disk metallicity (global solids-to-gas mass ratio)

10−3
0.05
4
10
0.05
0.5
0.03
200 au
180 G
0.08 M
0.04 M?
10−10 M yr−1
0.5 R
0.02

(a)
(b)
(c)

Notes. (a) Our default model. We also discuss more laminar and more turbulent disks (10−4 ≤ α ≤ 10−2 ); (b) Kley & Nelson (2012); (c) the stopping
time of pebbles interior to the iceline is denoted τs with τs  τp .

(Mulders & Dominik 2012). The temperature structure corresponding to h = 0.03 reads
!2 
M?
h
r −1
T (r) = 180 K
·
(1)
0.08 M 0.03
0.1 au
– The outer disk, r  1 au (Fig. 1). This region dominates the
disk mass (in solids as well as gas). Since viscous timescales
(∼r2 /ν) are longer than the duration of the planet formation
process (see Eq. (6)), a steady accretion disk is inappropriate.
Instead, we simply adopt a power-law profile for the surface
density:
!−p
(2 − p)Mdisk r
;
(p < 2),
(2)
Σg,out =
2
rout
2πrout
where Mdisk is the total disk mass and rout the disk’s outer
radius. We choose p = 1, Mdisk = 0.04 M? and a metallicity
of Z0 = 0.02, which amounts to a total mass of ≈22 Earth
masses in solids, of which ≈11 M⊕ is in rocky material (assuming a dust fraction in pebbles of ζ = 0.5; Lodders 2003).
The inner disk is truncated at the magnetospheric cavity radius
(e.g., Frank et al. 1992):
 4 12 1/7
 B R

rc =  ? ? 2  ≈ 0.0102 au,
(3)
4GM? Ṁg
where B? is the strength of the magnetic field measured at the
surface of the star (R? ). In this and other equations, the numerical value follows from inserting the default parameters listed in
Table 1. Here, the surface magnetic field strength of 180 G, perhaps lower than the typical ∼kG of T Tauri stars, is consistent
with observations of brown dwarfs (Reiners et al. 2009).
In general, disks feature a negative radial pressure gradient,
which causes gas to rotate slower than Keplerian by an amount
ηvK (Nakagawa et al. 1986). For our choices of Σg (r) and T (r)
for the inner disk, we obtain that η = 54 h2 is constant. The subKeplerian motion induces the orbital decay of pebble-sized particles (Weidenschilling 1977): vr = −2ηvK τp /(1 + τ2p ) ≈ −2ηvK τp
where τp = tstop ΩK , the dimensionless stopping time, is assumed to be smaller than unity. We assume that just exterior
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Fig. 1. TRAPPIST-1 outer disk. Dust grains coagulate and drift inward,
resulting in a pebble front rg that moves outward with time. After t =
105 yr, the pebble front reaches 50 au.

to the iceline τp = 0.05, a value typical for drifting pebbles
(Birnstiel et al. 2012; Lambrechts & Johansen 2014; Krijt et al.
2016). For our standard disk parameters, τp = 0.05 at 0.1 au corresponds to a physical size of 4 cm. Interior to the iceline, the
size (and τp ) will be smaller because icy pebbles disintegrate.
2.2. Pebble mass flux

Most of the solids are located in the outer disk, initially in
micron-sized grains. Using an n-σ-∆v calculation, it follows that
the collision timescales among grains is tcoll ∼ (Z0 ΩK )−1 , where
Z0 is the initial dust-to-gas ratio. Growth to pebble-sized particles, that is, large enough to start drifting, involves many binary
collisions. Let tpeb = ξ(Z0 ΩK )−1 , with ξ ≈ 10 (Krijt et al. 2016),
be the time needed before drifting pebbles appear. By equating
t = tpeb and solving for r, we find the radius of the pebble front
rg , where the particles reach their drifting size:

1/3
!2/3
 GM? Z02 t2 
t
rg = 
·
(4)
 = 50 au
ξ2
105 yr
The advancing rg (t) generates pebbles at a rate ṀP =
2πrg ṙg Z0 Σg (rg ) and results in a pebble-to-gas mass flux ratio of
!−1/3
2Mdisk Z05/3  GM? 1/3
Ṁp
t
Fp/g ≡
=
≈ 1.1
(5)
t
105 yr
Ṁg 3 Ṁg rout ξ2/3
(cf. Lambrechts & Johansen 2014). The pebble flux will disappear after the time tend , when the pebble front hits the outer edge
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Fig. 2. Stages in the formation of the TRAPPIST-1 system. Panels show the inner disk (r . 0.1 au): the left panels describe the formation phases,
and the right panels the disk dispersion and dynamical rearrangement. Stages are described in Sect. 3. Sizes and aspect ratios are not to scale, but
relative distances are.

of the disk, rg = rout :
s
tend

ξ
=
Z0

3
rout
≈ 8 × 105 yr.
GM?

3.1. Formation of planetesimals (a)

(6)

3. Synopsis
In our scenario, the formation of the TRAPPIST-1 planets proceeds in two stages. In the first stage, planetary embryos assemble sequentially at the iceline, migrate inward, and end up in resonance near the disk edge (Fig. 2, panels a–d). The second stage
concerns the dynamical rearrangement, triggered by the disk dispersal, which moves the inner planets out of MMR (panels e–h).
In the first stage, our assumption is that planets form sequentially, not simultaneously. In our model we assume that the
H2 O iceline is the location where the midplane solids-to-gas ratio exceeds unity, triggering streaming instabilities and spawning the formation of planetesimals. These planetesimals merge
into a planetary embryo, whose growth is aided by icy pebble
accretion. Once its mass becomes sufficiently large, it migrates
interior to the H2 O iceline by type I migration, where it continues to accrete (now dry) pebbles until it reaches the pebble
isolation mass. After some time, a second embryo forms at the
snowline, which follows a similar evolutionary path as its predecessor. Even though the inner planet’s growth could be reduced
by its younger siblings’ appetite for pebbles, it always remains
ahead in terms of mass. Planet migration stalls at the inner disk
edge, where the planets are trapped in resonance.

The first step is the concentration of pebble-sized particles and
their subsequent gravitational collapse into planetesimals. A
prominent mechanism is the streaming instability, where particles clump into filaments because of the backreaction of the
solids on the gas (Youdin & Goodman 2005). These filaments
fragment and spawn planetesimals (Johansen et al. 2007). Recent work has demonstrated that streaming instabilities can be
triggered for a broad range of stopping times (Yang et al. 2017);
however, a prerequisite is that the solids-to-gas ratio must be
substantial (Johansen et al. 2009; Carrera et al. 2015; Yang et al.
2017). Since streaming instabilities arise by virtue of the backreaction of the solids on the gas, we seek volume solids-to-gas
ratios ρp /ρg ∼ 1.
However, the inside-out growth and drift of solids do
not guarantee high solids-to-gas ratios (Birnstiel et al. 2010;
Krijt et al. 2016; Sato et al. 2016). The midplane pebble-to-gas
density ratio is only
!
r
ρp
Σp /Hp 3Fp/g
α
=
=
≈ 0.08Fp/g ,
(7)
ρg midplane Σg /Hg
5
τp
where we used the α-disk model for Σg (Sect. 2.1), Σp =
Fp/g Ṁg /2πrvr with vr ' 2τp ηvK , and a pebble-to-gas scaleheight
p
of Hp /Hg = τp /α (Dubrulle et al. 1995). Therefore, the particle mass-loading is unlikely to approach unity.
To further enhance ρp /ρg , we invoke the H2 O iceline, located
at ≈0.1 au. Recently, we have demonstrated that enhancements
A1, page 3 of 8
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α = 10−3
α = 2 × 10−3

midplane ρ p /ρg

4

tgrow =

Mpl
PA Fp/g Ṁg

=

qpl M?
PA Fp/g Ṁg

=

8 × 103 yr  qpl 
,
Fp/g PA 10−5

(8)

where qpl = Mpl /M? and PA is the pebble accretion efficiency.
We evaluate PA in Sect. 3.3.
Planets migrate inward at a rate r/tI , where tI is the type I
migration time:
 q −1
h2
3παh4
pl
tI =
= 1.5 × 105
=
yr, (9)
γI qp qgas ΩK γI qpl Ṁg /M?
10−5

3
2
1
0
0.08

rapid:

0.09

0.10

0.11
0.12
r [au]

0.13

0.14

0.15

Fig. 3. Midplane solids-to-gas ratio for the many-seeds model design
of Schoonenberg & Ormel (2017) with Fp/g = 1.1 for α = 10−3 and
2 × 10−3 . The strong boost in solids-to-gas between the two runs arises
from the backreaction of the solids on the gas, which reduces the radial
drift of the particles, resulting in a more significant pileup.

of up to 10 can be attained (Schoonenberg & Ormel 2017)1 .
Figure 3 presents the result of the Schoonenberg & Ormel
(2017) “many-seeds” model for the iceline of TRAPPIST-1 disk.
Owing to diffusion, H2 O vapor is transported across the iceline,
where it condenses on the incoming pebbles, creating a distinct
bump in the midplane pebble-to-gas ratio. For our standard parameters (α = 10−3 ) we find that ρp /ρg just exceeds unity, triggering the formation of planetesimals. The pebble-to-gas ratio
increases as function of α for several reasons: (i) more H2 O vapor is being transported at larger α; (ii) the base ρp /ρg (Eq. (7))
increases with α; (iii) the backreaction of the solids on the gas,
which starts to become important at ρp /ρg ∼ 1, reduces the particle drift, which strongly enhances the pileup effect. Finally, in
Fig. 3 increasing α by a factor two incidentally coincides with
the Epstein-Stokes drag transition, which causes another jump
(Schoonenberg & Ormel 2017).
On the other hand, for α < 10−3 pebble-to-gas ratios are
likely to stay much below unity. However, disintegration of icy
pebbles releases micron-sized silicate grains, which can create strong pileups just interior to rice (Saito & Sirono 2011).
Ida & Guillot (2016) found that the midplane mass-loading of
(silicate) grains is high enough to trigger direct gravitational instability, especially at low α. Even when particles recoagulate,
however, their size is likely to be limited by collisional fragmentation or bouncing (e.g., Güttler et al. 2010), resulting in
shorter stopping times and dust-to-gas ratios high enough to trigger streaming instability (Banzatti et al. 2015; Dra̧żkowska et al.
2016). In these cases planets start out rocky, interior to the iceline, and the phase described in the next subsection does not
exist.
3.2. Migration interior to iceline (b)

We assume that a single dominant planetary embryo emerges
from the planetesimal-pebble mix. Its growth is indeed very
1

Stevenson & Lunine (1988), and more recently, Ros & Johansen
(2013), have pointed to the H2 O iceline to trigger planetesimal formation and their subsequent growth. However, their models considered closed systems where either the particles or the gas was not
removed from the system. In contrast, the steady-state model of
Schoonenberg & Ormel (2017) features a constant inward mass flux of
ice and gas.
A1, page 4 of 8

where qgas = Σg r2 /M? and γI is on the order of unity
(Tanaka et al. 2002; Kley & Nelson 2012). The planet crosses
the iceline when tgrow ≈ δice tI , where δice = δrice /r is the fractional width of the iceline. We therefore find that the embryo
moves interior to the iceline at a mass
s
q
3παδice Fp/g PA 2
Mcross =
(10)
h M? = 0.26 M⊕ Fp/g PA .
γI
With Fp/g = 1.1 and PA = 0.1 (motivated in Sect. 3.3), this
corresponds to a Mars-mass embryo of which ≈50% is of icy
composition. The remainder of the accretion takes place in the
interior region, however, where pebbles are dry, and the planet
ends up predominantly rocky.
We note that the value of Mcross depends considerably on the
viscosity parameter α. A larger α implies a lower gas density,
suppressing migration, and a thicker ice “line” (δice is larger;
Schoonenberg & Ormel 2017), promoting a prolonged stay in
−2
the ice-rich region. For α >
∼ 10 the crossover mass can be similar to the pebble isolation mass (see Sect. 3.4), implying that the
planet has a high H2 O content.
3.3. Efficient pebble accretion (b, c)

Planetesimals formed by streaming instability can have sizes of
up to ∼100 km (Simon et al. 2016; Schäfer et al. 2017). These
planetesimals will accrete the pebbles that are drifting from
the outer disk, in so-called settling interactions (Ormel & Klahr
2010). This mechanism, more popularly known as pebble accretion (Lambrechts & Johansen 2012), is particularly attractive in
case of TRAPPIST-1 because it is highly efficient: a large fraction of the pebbles are accreted.
First, consider pebble accretion exterior to the iceline. We
assume that pebble accretion operates in the planar (2D) mode,
which is appropriate for low-to-modest α. Accretion of pebbles
in the planar mode amounts to a rate of (Ida et al. 2016; Ormel
2017)
Ṁpl ∼ 2R2Hill ΩK τ2/3
p Σp ,

(11)

where RHill = r(qpl /3)1/3 is the Hill radius. Since the pebble flux
is (2πr)vr Σp , pebbles are accreted at an efficiency of
 q 2/3
 q 2/3
2
pl
pl
PA ∼
=
0.1
,
(12)
1/3 h3
2/3
10−5
5 × 3 πτp
where we inserted vr ≈ 25 h2 τp ΩK r (Sect. 2). In a more precise Nbody calculation (Liu & Ormel, in prep.), we find PA = 0.25 for
qpl = 10−5 . Compared to solar-type stars, pebble accretion for
the TRAPPIST-1 disk is particularly efficient because the disk
is thin (pebbles are accreted in the 2D limit) and Hill radii are
larger as a result of the low stellar mass.
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Next, consider pebble accretion interior to the iceline. Although the grains liberated by sublimating icy pebbles are likely
to have recoagulated, their sizes are much smaller because of the
silicate fragmentation threshold. Therefore, τs  τp (“s” referring to silicate pebbles) and pebble accretion operates in the 3D
limit (Ida et al. 2016; Ormel 2017),
Ṁpl−3D ∼ 6πR3Hill τs Ωρs ,

(13)

where ρs is the midplane density of silicate pebbles. In the limit
where silicate pebbles are distributed over the entire gas scaleheight ρs = Σs /2hr, with Σs the silicate surface density interior
to the iceline, we obtain an efficiency of
PA−3D =

 q 
Ṁpl−3D
1 qpl
pl
∼
=
0.07
·
3
(2πr)(2ητs rΩ)Σs 5 h
10−5

3.5. Migration and resonance trapping (d)–(e)

(14)

This estimate
is conservative: settling increases efficiencies by a
√
factor τs /α and numerically obtained rates are typically higher
by a factor two2 . Hence, growth remains rapid; from Eq. (8) we
obtain a growth time of tgrow ∼ 105 yr/Fs/g , where Fs/g is now
the silicate-to-gas mass flux ratio.
Our results differ in two aspects from those of
Morbidelli et al. (2015), who also calculated pebble accretion interior and exterior to the iceline. Morbidelli et al. (2015)
kept embryos at fixed locations (no migration), and the outer
embryo, which grew faster, was seen to ultimately starve the
inner disk from pebbles. In our scenario there is no true competition because of the aforementioned sequential growth and
migration. The second difference is that qpl /h3 , which enters the
efficiency expressions at different powers (Eq. (12) vs. Eq. (14)),
is much larger in TRAPPIST-1. When embryos cross the iceline,
we have qpl /h3 ∼ 0.1, whereas Morbidelli et al. (2015) started
from qpl /h3 ∼ 10−4 . Therefore, the 2D rate (exterior to the
iceline) in Morbidelli et al. (2015) is much higher than the 3D
rates (interior), whereas in the case of TRAPPIST-1 the pebble
accretion efficiencies are similar.
3.4. Pebble isolation (d)

Pebble accretion terminates when the gravitational feedback of
the planet on the disk becomes important. At regions where pressure maxima emerge, pebbles stop drifting. Essentially, pebble
isolation describes the onset of gap opening. While the pebble isolation mass for disks around solar-type stars at 5 au is
≈20 M⊕ (Lambrechts et al. 2014), it will be much lower at the
iceline of the TRAPPIST-1 disk. A necessary condition for gap
opening is that the Hill radius exceeds the disk scaleheight,
qpl = Mpl /M? > h3 (Lin & Papaloizou 1993), therefore
Mp,iso ∼ h3 M? = 0.72 M⊕ .

that point on, the entire silicates mass reservoir, except for the
grains that are so tiny that they follow the gas (Zhu et al. 2012),
is available for making planets, resulting in a high global formation efficiency. Before isolation has been reached, the innermost
planet loses (1 − PA−3D )/PA−3D pebbles for every silicate pebble
it accretes. Evaluating this number at the final mass of the planet
(1 Earth mass or qpl = 3.7 × 10−5 ), we obtain that ∼3 Earth
masses in silicates are lost. Our mechanism therefore efficiently
turns solids into planets. An efficient mechanism is indeed necessary because the initial disk contains only 11 Earth masses in
rocky materials (Sect. 2).

(15)

These arguments have motivated us to adopt h ≈ 0.03, but this
choice is not unreasonable. The fact that Earth-mass planets naturally emerge from the pebble-driven growth scenario is a distinctive feature of the model.
After the innermost planet first reaches the pebble isolation
mass, silicate pebbles no longer accrete on TRAPPIST-1. From
2
On the other hand, when τs < α, Eq. (14) will be an overestimate because the particle radial motion is then determined by the radial velocity
of the gas. Since the inner disk is viscously relaxed, however, high α in
turn implies larger τs , so the situation where τs  α is not easily retrieved. For example, for a silicate pebble size of 1 mm and an internal
density of 3 g cm−3 , we obtain τs /α ≈ 1.1 for our standard parameters
at r = 0.05 au.

On timescales ∼tI , planets type I migrate to the disk edge
(rc ). We assume here, for simplicity, that the migration is always inward, that is, no special thermodynamical effects are at
work that could reverse the migration sign (Paardekooper et al.
2011; Benítez-Llambay et al. 2015). The processes illustrated
in Figs. 2a–c then repeat until a convoy of seven planets is
established.
Convergent migration of planets naturally results in resonant
trapping (Terquem & Papaloizou 2007). For our disk model,
planets are likely to be trapped in the 2:1 MMR. According to
Ogihara & Kobayashi (2013), the condition to avoid trapping in
the 2:1 resonance reads3
tI < ta,crit ≈ 4 × 103 yr



r 3/2
.
0.1 au

(16)

However, most of the TRAPPIST-1 planets are observed near
the 3:2 MMR. This implies that tI (Eq. (9)) is too long by a factor 10. A quantitative at 0.1 au and the disparity only increases
with lower r. A quantitative model to explain the settling into
the 3:2 MMR resonance is beyond the scope of this paper, but
we offer several ideas for further investigation.
– The TRAPPIST-1 planets will form a resonant convoy,
where all outer planets “push” on the innermost ones, effectively increasing γI and decreasing the migration timescale
(McNeil et al. 2005). For a low-α disk (α = 10−4 ), the gas
densities are also higher by a factor 10, and we can expect
planets to be moved across the 2:1.
– Stochastic forces, for example, triggered by density fluctuations in a magneto-rotational unstable (MRI) disk
(Okuzumi & Ormel 2013), can move planets across resonances (Paardekooper et al. 2013). Similarly, the disk accretion rate Ṁg , assumed constant here, is likely to vary in time
(Hartmann 2009). At intervals where Ṁ peaks, the condition
tI < ta,crit can be met.
– At the time when the outer planet crosses the iceline, its period ratios with the inner planet happens to lie within the 2:1
and 3:2 resonance locations. Since tgrow ≤ tI , it is indeed
plausible that the inner planet will not have migrated very
far. Nevertheless, a certain level of fine-tuning is required for
the planets to start within the 3:2 and 2:1 window.
Investigating each of these scenarios requires a dedicated numerical simulations. In the following, we assume that the planets end
up in MMR resonance, as shown in Fig. 2e.
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Fig. 4. Resonance escape. Bottom: one-sided migration rates tm,X
as
function of cavity radius rc for planet X (black lines; labeled) and expansion rate of the magnetospheric cavity tc−1 (blue lines). The form
tc (rc ) is chosen to fit the orbital configuration of the TRAPPIST-1 system. The jump in tc at rc = 0.02 au indicates that Ṁg and rc (t) are temporarily constant. Blue symbols denote a planet that couples to (moves
synchronously with) the cavity radius. Black symbols denote the point
of decoupling (the planet falls into the cavity). Top: the location of the
planets corresponding to rc (t). Red arrows indicate the point where the
3:2 resonance is broken because of divergent migration.

3.6. Disk dispersal and rebound (f)–(h)

Planet pairs b/c and c/d are currently not near the 3:2 MMR.
Several mechanisms have been proposed to move planets out
of resonance, such as damping by stellar tides (Lithwick & Wu
2012) or giant impacts (Ogihara et al. 2015). Here we consider
the magnetospheric rebound mechanism (Liu et al. 2017), which
relies on the outward movement of the stellar magnetospheric
cavity rc during disk dispersal. In principle, the innermost planet
at r = rc is tightly coupled to the disk by strong one-sided
torques (Liu et al. 2017). It therefore tends to follow the expanding rc . When the cavity expansion is too rapid, however, that is,
when the expansion rate is higher than the planet migration rate,
the planet decouples and falls in the magnetospheric cavity.
We have tuned the detailed behavior of rc (t) (or, equivalently,
Ṁ(t) by Eq. (3)) in order to retrieve the orbital parameters of
TRAPPIST-1. In Fig. 4a we plot the positions of planets b–e as a
function of the (expanding) cavity radius rc (for clarity we omit
planets f, g, and h). We note that rc is used as a proxy for time. In
Fig. 4b we plot the rate at which the cavity expands (tc−1 = ṙc /rc ,
blue curve) and the maximum one-sided planet migration rates,
−1
tm,X
, for the planets (b, c, d, or e):
!−3.5
 q 1/2
rc
pl
−1
(17)
ΩK ∝ CX
tm,X
= 2Chs qgas 3
rc0
h
−1
(Liu et al. 2017). The key point is that for any planet tm,X
∝ Ṁg ∝
−3.5
rc (see Eq. (3)) and that it depends, through CX , on the planet
3

Here, we evaluated Eq. (4) of Ogihara & Kobayashi (2013) for Mpl =
M⊕ and M? = 0.08 M .
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properties: more massive planets tend to have larger CX , and CX
also decreases with the number of planets in a resonance chain.
Here we take tc ∼ 104 yr (with a dependence on rc as in Fig. 2b)
and CX = {1.5, 4, 2, 5}.
Our model features a two-stage disk dispersal. First, rc doubles from 0.01 to 0.02 au, where it temporarily stalls (Fig. 2f).
Planet b decouples relatively quickly from the expanding cavity
front, whereas the more massive planet c couples longer to rc as
a result of its larger CX . The 3:2 resonance between planets b and
c is broken because of divergent migration just after the coupling
of c to the cavity radius.
During the time when rc pauses at 0.02 au, the accretion rate
Ṁg is constant. We assume that this phase takes long enough for
planet d to migrate inward, such that it now coincides with the
cavity radius (Fig. 2g). Planets c, e, and f–h (not shown in Fig. 2)
follow suit as they are still part of the resonance chain.
During the second dispersal phase, planet d only briefly couples to the expanding rc , but long enough to escape resonance
with c. Afterward, the expansion proceeds too rapidly for planets to couple. For example, at the point where rc meets planet e
(rc ≈ 0.028 au), the one-sided migration rate is at least a factor
three lower than ṙc . Therefore, e and the other outer planets stay
in resonance.
In the above discussion, we have referred to “resonance” as
exact commensurability (nominal resonance). However, planets
moving away from exact commensurability can maintain librating resonant angles; Batygin & Morbidelli (2013) found that dissipative divergence in this way keeps planets in resonance in
the dynamical sense. Luger et al. (2017) have shown that the
TRAPPIST-1 planets form a complex chain of three-body resonances4 . Long-term dynamical stability would be greatly promoted when the initial libration width of the resonant angles
is small (Tamayo et al. 2017) or when stellar tides play a role
(Papaloizou 2015).

4. Closing remarks
We have outlined a new framework to understand the formation of planetary systems around very low-mass stars. With some
modest tuning, we have succeeded in obtaining a system whose
architecture reflects that of TRAPPIST-1 (Fig. 2h). Its most radical idea is that planets assemble at a specific location, that is,
at the H2 O iceline. This is in contrast to classical models, where
planets form locally, as well as to population synthesis models,
which do account for migration, but do not (yet) provide a physical model for the initial position of planetary embryos. Our scenario is more complete, as we provide a physical model where
planetary embryos (first) form.
In design, our model much resembles the inside-out formation model by Chatterjee & Tan (2014), which also acknowledges the role of drifting pebbles in spawning planets at a specific location. In the models of Chatterjee & Tan (2014) and
Hu et al. (2016), this transition occurs at the interface of an MRIactive and MRI-“dead” region, characterized by T ∼ 1200 K,
resulting in a pressure bump where pebbles stop drifting and
planet formation proceeds by direct gravitational instability
(Goldreich & Ward 1973). Chatterjee & Tan (2014) argued that
planets, once formed, experience little migration and a second
planet forms in close proximity, forming a tightly packed system
consistent with the Kepler census.
4

From timing analysis it is much easier to identify a three-body resonance, for which only the mean longitude are important, rather than
two-body resonance, which require the arguments of periapses.
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For TRAPPIST-1, however, the active:dead transition radius
will lie very close to the disk inner edge, since temperatures and
disk accretions rates for these tiny stars are much lower. A variant of their as well as our model would be to assume that pebbles
drift all the way to the disk inner edge rc . Planets then grow up to
their isolation mass (∼M⊕ ) near rc . However, in this case, planets will be much more tightly packed because pebbles do not
stall at MMR but at the pressure bump, of which the typical distance is the gas disk scaleheight. It would be hard to produce the
TRAPPIST-1 architecture from such compact conditions.
Several aspects of our narrative demand further investigation.
We have mentioned the difficulty of avoiding the planets from
becoming trapped in the 2:1 MMR because of the rather low disk
mass (Sect. 3.5). Another key assumption of our scenario is that
one embryo at a time emerges from the iceline. Simultaneous
formation of multiple embryos could result in an excited system of small embryos, suppressing growth (Kretke & Levison
2014; but see Levison et al. 2015). Because of the short dynamical timescales, it seems viable that bodies quickly coalesce, but
this complex issue of how the streaming instability operates in
the presence of planetary embryos warrants further investigation.
A prominent feature of our model is that planets mature
in gas-rich disks; there is no need for a post-disk giant impact phase. Therefore, the TRAPPIST-1 planets could have accreted primordial H/He atmospheres, for which there currently
is no indication (de Wit et al. 2016). However, planets close
to their host star receive high doses of UV and X-ray fluxes
(Stelzer et al. 2013; Bourrier et al. 2017), which efficiently strips
their atmospheres away (Lopez et al. 2012). Composition-wise,
the inferred densities of 3–6 g cm−3 (Gillon et al. 2017) rule out
that these planets are entirely composed of H2 O. Given the error bars on the mass, however, planets are consistent with large
(∼10%) H2 O fractions, in particular planet f, making these planets “water worlds”, even if many (Earth) oceans of H2 O were
lost (Bolmont et al. 2017). The maximum H2 O fraction is ≈50%
when the planets reach their isolation mass at the H2 O iceline.
The model that we outlined here can also be applied to
compact systems around higher mass stars. Early- to mid-type
M stars exhibit a high concentration of planets at close distances (Dressing & Charbonneau 2015; Muirhead et al. 2015).
In addition, Kepler has found many compact systems of superEarth planets around solar-mass stars (Petigura et al. 2013). In
our model the typical planet mass scale is ∼h3 M? (Eq. (15)),
which would correspond to ∼10 M⊕ for solar-mass stars (still
assuming h = 0.03). The observation that fewer large (Neptunelike) planets are found around M stars as compared to FGK-stars
(Mulders et al. 2015) therefore agrees with one of the pillars of
our scenario: that the upper mass limit of rocky planets is set by
the pebble isolation mass.
The key characteristic of our model is that close-in planets
are formed by tapping the pebble flux that originated at large distances (∼10–100 au). This assumes that the disk pressure profile
monotonically decreases with radius (no local pressure maxima).
Moreover, we have argued that the natural location to rapidly
form a planet is the H2 O iceline, which for solar-type stars is located at ∼2–3 au. When growth at the iceline proceeds rapidly,
a ∼10 M⊕ core forms a large pre-planetary H/He-atmosphere,
which can collapse into a giant planet upon reaching the critical core mass, and a H2 O-enriched atmosphere would greatly
accelerate this process (Venturini et al. 2015). When indeed a
giant planet would form rapidly at the snowline, it terminates
the pebble flux to the inner disk, starving it from planet-building
material and rendering it dry (Morbidelli et al. 2016). Hence, we
expect a dichotomy: when giant planet formation fails, pebbles

can drift across the iceline to aid the growth of super-Earths and
mini-Neptunes. Conversely, when a giant planet forms at the iceline, we expect a dearth of planetary building blocks in the inner disk. Therefore, the close-in super-Earth population found
by Kepler and the cold Jupiter populations found chiefly by radial velocity surveys should be anti-correlated5 . This prediction
could be tested with future exoplanet surveys.
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